BUCKING CANNABIS HAS NEVER BEEN THIS EASY.
The MBX Bucker by Mobius is a reliable workhorse ergonomically
designed to reduce operator fatigue and engineered for
continuous operation. It can strip 150 lbs of flower per hour, and
can buck both wet and dry material with the same machine. It’s
also the only commercial-scale bucker to offer integrated stem
chipping to reduce waste volume, frequency of waste disposal,
and Health Canada compliance for disposal with no further
processing.

GENTLE ON FLO WER, TOUGH ON STEMS
Dieplates ranging from 4 to 7 feedholes accommodate stem sizes
up to 1/2” diameter. Hole options include round and star-shaped
configuration. The 1/2 HP variable speed motor is gentle on flower
but offers uncompromising pulling power on stems. A stainless
steel chute funnels bucked flower to a catch tote or optional
conveyor for fully automated workflows.

INTEGRATED STEM CHIPPER
The Mobius MBX Bucker is the only commercially available
cannabis and hemp bucker to include an integrated stem
chipper. After the stem is pulled through the feedhole dieplate,
it passes through 2 precision engineered stainless steel cutting
blades powered by a 3/4 HP motor. Waste stems are consistently
diced to a manageable size to more efficiently fill the catch
tote, reduce how often the machine is emptied, and eliminate
the need for further processing prior to disposal. For comparison,
one bag of chipped stems is roughly equivalent to 20-25 bags of
unchipped stems.

KEY FEATURES
• 	150 lbs wet per hour bucking
power offers 1250 lbs per shift
• 	Variable pulling speed for both
wet and dry processing
• 	Quality stainless construction
• 	Integrated stem chipper
simplifies waste disposal
• 	Indoor and outdoor wheel
options accommodate
all bucking scenarios
• 	GMP compliant and easy to clean
• 	Ergonomic, safety-first design
for perpetual operation
• 	Replaces 5-7 hand buckers
• 	Roller rubber compound
formulated to consistently
grab stems without getting
flat spots over time

SPECIFICATIONS
Wet / Dry Capable

Yes

Construction
Inner Frame
Rollers
Hardware

304 Stainless Steel
6061 Aluminum - Clear Anodized
Cast Polyurethane
18-8 Stainless Steel

Speed Adjustments

1 - 10

Number of Feed Holes

7

Max Hole Diameter

1/2”

Integrated Chipper

Yes

Stem Puller Motor

1/2 HP

Chipper Motor

3/4 HP

Number of Chipping Blades

2

Power Requirements

110V, 15AMPS

Disassembly Tools

5/32 Allen Key

Fits Through a 32” Door

Yes

Width

28”

Length

36”

Height

50”

Weight

275lbs

Warranty

1 year

Certifications

ESA Certification

Accessories

Various die plate configurations

Interested in adding an MBX Bucker to your trim room?
Contact us for a custom quote.
1-866-874-6244
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